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A Manual of Zoology. ... Translated by R. Knox 1856
gray s anatomy is probably one of the most iconic scientific books ever published an illustrated textbook of anatomy that is still a household
name 150 years since its first edition known for its rigorously scientific text and masterful illustrations as beautiful as they are detailed the
making of mr gray s anatomy tells the story of the creation of this remarkable book and the individuals who made it happen henry gray the
bright and ambitious physiologist poised for medical fame and fortune who was the book s author carter the brilliant young illustrator lacking
gray s social advantages shy and inclined to religious introspection and the publishers parkers father and son the father eager to employ new
technology the son part of a lively circle of intellectuals it is the story of changing attitudes in the mid 19th century of the social impact of
science the changing status of medicine of poverty and class of craftsmanship and technology and it all unfolds in the atmospheric milieu of
victorian london taking the reader from the smart townhouses of belgravia to the dissection room of st george s hospital and to the
workhouses and mortuaries where we meet the friendless poor who would ultimately be immortalised in carter s engravings alongside the
story of the making of the book itself ruth richardson reflects on what made gray s anatomy such a unique intellectual artistic and cultural
achievement how it represented a summation of a long half century s blossoming of anatomical knowledge and exploration and how it
appeared just at the right time to become the doctor s bible for generations of medics to follow

A Manual of Artistic Anatomy 1852
until 1832 when an act of parliament began to regulate the use of bodies for anatomy in britain public dissection was regularlyand
legallycarried out on the bodies of murderers and a shortage of cadavers gave rise to the infamous murders committed by burke and hare to
supply dissection subjects to dr robert knox the anatomist this book tells the scandalous story of how medical men obtained the corpses upon
which they worked before the use of human remains was regulated helen macdonald looks particularly at the activities of british surgeons in
nineteenth century van diemens land a penal colony in which a ready supply of bodies was available not only convicted murderers but also
aborigines and the unfortunate poor who died in hospitals were routinely turned over to the surgeons this sensitive but searing account
shows how abuses happen even within the conventions adopted by civilized societies it reveals how from burke and hare to todays televised
dissections by german anatomist dr gunther von hagens some peoples bodies become other peoples entertainment

The Making of Mr Gray's Anatomy 2009-10-08
outside the rails a rail route guide from chicago to kansas city is a 334 page route guidebook for passengers traveling amtrak s southwest
chief train through illinois iowa and missouri learn interesting facts about the people place and history passing by outside the window
between chicago and kansas city this book was written by robert and kandace tabern with the midwest rail rangers
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The Medical Practitioners' Legal Guide 1870
state literacy policy updates with state laws nifl messages and federal legislation for strengthening state literacy programs provides links to
legislation using thomas loc and the related title policy updates

Human Remains 2006-01-01
nineteenth century paleontologists such as georges cuvier and richard owen were heralded as scientific virtuosos sometimes even veritable
wizards capable of resurrecting the denizens of an ancient past from a mere glance at a fragmentary bone such extraordinary feats of
predictive reasoning relied on the law of correlation which proposed that each element of an animal corresponds mutually with each of the
others so that a carnivorous tooth must be accompanied by a certain kind of jawbone neck stomach limbs and feet show me the bone tells
the story of the rise and fall of this famous claim

The Practice of Medicine 1875
gift of dr w edmund farrar 1998

A Treatise on the diseases of the tongue 1873
the dictionary of early american philosophers which contains over 400 entries by nearly 300 authors provides an account of philosophical
thought in the united states and canada between 1600 and 1860 the label of philosopher has been broadly applied in this dictionary to
intellectuals who have made philosophical contributions regardless of academic career or professional title most figures were not academic
philosophers as few such positions existed then but they did work on philosophical issues and explored philosophical questions involved in
such fields as pedagogy rhetoric the arts history politics economics sociology psychology medicine anthropology religion metaphysics and
the natural sciences each entry begins with biographical and career information and continues with a discussion of the subject s writings
teaching and thought a cross referencing system refers the reader to other entries the concluding bibliography lists significant publications
by the subject posthumous editions and collected works and further reading about the subject

Skin Diseases 1873
the idea of english ethnicity robert young has written a compelling and thorough textual history of english ethnicity and its discursive relation
to the history of racial theory comprehensive carefully considered and clearly written this book sets the standard against which any future
study of englishness will be assessed the bar has been lifted a couple of notches higher david theo goldberg university of california what is
englishness robert j c young asks and in the idea of english ethnicityhe offers an impressively well researched and eminently readable
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answer werner sollors harvard university

Birmingham free libraries. Catalogue of the reference library 1886
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations
marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

Outside the Rails: A Rail Route Guide from Chicago to Kansas City 2019-09
physiognomy in profile affirms and assesses lavater s contribution to european culture in the two hundred years after his death it examines
how lavater s vision of physiognomy as a viable method of interpreting the modern world has been repeatedly affirmed and challenged
previous monographs on lavater have tended to focus on one particular theme discipline or historical period but this study deliberately
adopts a cross disciplinary approach and covers a broad historical time frame some widely different material is juxtaposed painting
photography fiction journalism medical texts in order to explore recurring issues in physiognomical thought essays are arranged in
chronological order so that the reader can gain a sense of the shared preoccupations of lavater s contemporaries and successors but the
book may also be read thematically book jacket

A Practical Treatise on the Diseases of Infancy and Childhood 1879
winner 2021 aera outstanding book award winner 2021 aera division f new scholar s book award winner 2020 mary kelley book prize given
by the society for historians of the early american republic winner 2020 outstanding book award given by the history of education society
uncovers the hidden role of girls and women in the desegregation of american education the story of school desegregation in the united
states often begins in the mid twentieth century south drawing on archival sources and genealogical records kabria baumgartner uncovers
the story s origins in the nineteenth century northeast and identifies a previously overlooked group of activists african american girls and
women in their quest for education african american girls and women faced numerous obstacles from threats and harassment to violence for
them education was a daring undertaking that put them in harm s way yet bold and brave young women such as sarah harris sarah parker
remond rosetta morrison susan paul and sarah mapps douglass persisted in pursuit of knowledge argues that african american girls and
women strategized organized wrote and protested for equal school rights not just for themselves but for all their activism gave rise to a new
vision of womanhood the purposeful woman who was learned active resilient and forward thinking moreover these young women set in
motion equal school rights victories at the local and state level and laid the groundwork for further action to democratize schools in twentieth
century america in this thought provoking book baumgartner demonstrates that the confluence of race and gender has shaped the long
history of school desegregation in the united states right up to the present
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A Treatise on the Diseases of the Tongue 1873
this book brings together an edited selection of presentations from the association for medical humanities annual conference 2015 held at
dartington hall uk that address the question how might innovative performing arts help to develop medical education and practice it includes
papers and accounts of both keynote talks and performances presenting cutting edge activity thinking and research in the medical and
health humanities the volume also offers an archive of a visual arts exhibition focused on surgical themes that ran in conjunction with the
conference an introductory chapter situates the conference in the context of dartington hall s radical education tradition while an overview
chapter discusses the theme of risk and regulation in contemporary culture with particular reference to medicine and healthcare part i
selected keynotes covers three key areas in the conversation between medicine and the arts chance in health and illness the contested role
of simulation in art and medical education and risks in introducing arts based learning to medical students part ii performances archives
three innovative and challenging performance pieces presented at the conference with commentaries and discussion including a closely
argued philosophical justification for performance art part iii histories offers a historical gaze on anatomical illustration plagues represented
through art and poetry written in combat part iv for some just living is a risk offers a photo essay on haiti s symptoms a photo record on the
regulation of foodways for those living at the edge of subsistence a medical student s wry account of scepticism towards the use of arts in
medical education and a photo essay concerning the care of a child with complex disabilities and special needs part v exhibition at the sharp
end of bluntness archives deliberately provocative visual work addressing surgical themes and living with cystic fibrosis as slow death

A Treatise on the Diseases of the Tongue. [With plates.] 1873

Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents 1980
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A History of Education in Indiana 1892
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On Corpulence in Relation to Disease 1872
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A clinical memoir on strangulated hernia, with the author's practice, to which are
added, remarks on obstruction of the bowels from other causes; and a postscript
1858

Clinical Memoir on Strangulated Hernia ... 1858

The Diseases of the Foetus in Utero 1854
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Annotation 1987
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Publishers Weekly 1881

Risk and Regulation at the Interface of Medicine and the Arts 2017-05-11

The Lancet London 1853
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